CONSOLE FURNITURE OPTIONS
SLATWALL ACCESSORIES
SLAT WALL
Our proprietary slat wall mounts a number of peripheral devices
that can be repositioned anywhere along the grid without the
need to drill permanent holes. Available accessories are:

articulating monitor arms, task lights, phone mounts, and
organizers.

ARTICULATING MONITOR ARMS & PARABOLIC TASK LIGHTS
Monitor arms for single, double and quad applications are

available in various weight ranges. Dimmable task lights on

articulating arms offer a wide range of adjustment. Parabolic

lens creates a directional beam that doesn’t reflect into monitor
displays. We offer both dimmable fluorescent and LED lights.

PHONE MOUNT ON ARTICULATING ARMS

Articulating phone mount attaches to slatwall. Arms is
adjustable to height, angle and distance.

SLATWALL PHONE MOUNT

Stationary slatwall phone mount attaches directly to the slatwall
without the use of tools.

SLATWALL STORAGE SHELF

Stationary slatwall shelf attaches directly to the slatwall without
the use of tools.
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INTEGRATED & FREESTANDING OPTIONS
INTEGRATED FILE CABINETS

Both standard and lateral files are available with options for
letter/legal adjustments, pedestal or face locks. Both

box/box/file and file/file are available. File cabinets can be
mobile, freestanding or an integral part of the console.

INTEGRATED CPU CABINETS

CPU cabinets include an equipment shelf on full extension

glides, exhaust fan, wire management and matching enclosure
doors. Cabinets available for single, double or triple CPU

configurations. CPU cabinets can be mobile, freestanding or an
integral part of the console.

INTEGRATED CPU CABINET WITH STORAGE DRAWER

CPU cabinets include storage drawer, an equipment shelf on full
extension glides, vented doors, wire management and vented

power strips. Cabinets available for single, double or triple CPU
configurations. CPU cabinets can be mobile, freestanding or an
integral part of the console.

INTEGRATED EIA RACK MOUNT EQUIPMENT ENCLOSURE
Equipment enclosure can include standard 19” EIA rack mount
standards. In under desk applications, the standards are

normally fourteen rack units (RU) but shorter sizes can be
custom ordered. Enclosures include exhaust fan, wire

management and matching enclosure doors. They can be
mobile, freestanding or an integral part of the console.

FREESTANDING STORAGE CABINETS

We offer many kinds of freestanding storage enclosures that are
fully finished on all sides and have adjustable leveling glides.
Rack mount and printer cabinets are also available in
freestanding versions.
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MOBILE STORAGE CABINETS

We offer many kinds of mobile storage enclosures that are fully
finished on all sides and have heavy rated locking casters. Rack
mount and printer cabinets are also available in mobile
versions.

PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM

All-in-one Personal Environment Control System (PES) includes
segregated forced air heating and cooling above and below

work surfaces. Communications, data and power hub. Control
of lighting and motorized sit/stand operation an integrated

power strip are also included. This small footprint eliminates
cumbersome ductwork.

RADIANT HEAT PANEL

Radiant heat provided under desk through a large panel that is
safe to the touch. It eliminates the use of dangerous space

heaters. Radiant panel can be used separately or coupled with
the personal environmental system.

RADIO & EQUIPMENT TURRETS
Many sizes of rack mount equipment turrets can be

incorporated with the worksurface. Standard and custom face
plates for radios, dispatch equipment, speakers and headsets
are available.

SLATWALL MOUNTED RADIO SPEAKER BOX

We offer two options for mounting customer supplied radios

that are found in most command posts throughout the United

States Air National Guard bases. We have a desktop turret and
also a box that mounts to the slatwall.
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SLATWALL COMMUNICATIONS HUB

Power, data and USB built into the slatwall offers easy access for
laptops, external drives and wired keyboards and mice.

PENCIL DRAWER

Matching sectioned pencil drawer pulls out from the face of the
worksurface and is pleasantly inconspicuous.

ARTICULATING KEYBOARD TRAY

Keyboard tray is made from the same material as the

worksurface. The BIFMA rated mechanism can adjust through 4”
of height and also features slide, rotation and swivel
adjustability.

ARTICULATING KEYBOARD/PENCIL DRAWER TRAY

Keyboard tray has two mouse pads (L & R) built into the surface.

Lifting the mouse pads exposes pencil and accessory trays on
both sides. We coupled this with a BIFMA rated articulating

keyboard mechanism that can adjust through 4” of height and
also features slide, rotation and swivel adjustability.
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CPU DOOR RACK

CPUs are securely fastened to the inside of the inspection door.
As the door rotates open, the CPU faces forward or can rotate
as far as 180 degrees to give immediate access to connectors
on the backside. In the closed position, the CPU cavity is only

12” deep and gives an abundance of leg room. CPU racks work
equally well on front or rear access doors.

PRIVACY HOOD OPTION
A continuous privacy hood and 18” high slat wall with tackable

fabric panel inserts reduces noise level. The hood is an integral
part of the workstation. This option raises the overall height of
the workstation to 48”.

CONTINUOUS SLOT WITH BRUSH GROMMET
A continuous brush grommet is an option that is commonly

used when tackable fabric walls are desired. Pole mounted arms
that can be placed freely anywhere along the slot allow video
and power cables to pass through the worksurface cleanly.

FLIP –UP KEYBOARD OR LAPTOP STORAGE
This unique system stores the keyboard or Laptop at
worksurface level.
ACRYLIC INSERT

Also shown is an acrylic insert embedded in the worksurface for
notes and cheat sheets.
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TILT N PLUG

We offer many worksurface accessories for plugging laptops
and other peripherals into our workstations. The normally
include power, data, voice, audio and video connectivity.

FLAT PANEL MONITOR FLIP
Available as an option on all Americon furniture products. The
monitor flip is used in consoles, conference room, war rooms

and in our modular furniture. When in the down position, it can

be locked securely away. This feature works extremely well with
all-in-one computers.

SEGREGATED CABLE AND POWER MANAGEMENT
Available as an option on all Americon furniture products.

Segregate power from date and voice using Wiremold system.
Replaces plug-in power strips and U-channel. Comes either
pre-wired or can be wired by a licensed electrician. Many
colored voice & data connectors available.

STORAGE OPTIONS
DOCUMENT CAROUSEL TRANSITIONS

Rotating libraries saves space and can be stand alone or

incorporated into a transition, island or peninsula. The heavy
rated ball bearing glides reduce friction and makes for easy
operation when the carousel is loaded with manuals.

TEARDROP STORAGE TRANSITIONS

Storage transitions with shelves add additional storage and can

be used as homerun cable access for the adjacent workstations.
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DOCUMENT CAROUSEL (Freestanding)

Rotating libraries saves space and are stand alone. They can
also be incorporated into table bases to create a unique and
functional dual-base reference station.

CONTINUOUS TURRET CONSOLE

Continuous embedded turret created seamlessly as part of the
work surface offers extensive low profile racking of electronic
equipment. Also includes a continuous grommet system for

mounting monitors above the work surface. This option can be
ordered in both linear and cockpit style workstations.
STORAGE CABINETS

We offer electronics storage cabinets with lockable pullout

metal shelves, EIA racks and acrylic doors. All cabinets come

with heavy rated wheels and stand downs for stability. They also
include both front & rear access and exhaust fans. Many times
we utilize these cabinets in concert with KVM switches and

CAT5 extenders to free up console space. Host computers can
be in the same room or as far as 250 feet away.

STYLE OPTIONS
DESIGNER END PANELS

Our proprietary forming process allows us to produce beautiful
designer end panels for our entire product line. Let us design
personal panels for your furniture.

ENGRAVED LOGO PANELS

Our proprietary forming process allows us to produce end
panels with engraved logos, chevrons, trade marks and

insignias. It’s a great way to created identity and to promote
teaming. This engraved logo end panel is free to all U.S.Air
Force and ANG customers.
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High Tech Continuous Frame Workstations

This workstation includes the following features:
•

Expandable modularity

•

Front & rear access

•

CPU storage

•

Articulating monitor arms

•

Stackable Slatwall

•

Pencil Drawers

•

Slatwall Power, Communication and USB Hub

•

Cable Management

•

15 AMP Power strips

•

Active exhaust system

•

14 gage steel frame

•

Designer end caps and scalloped details

•

Adjustable leveling glides

STANDARD COLORS
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All Americon products meet or exceed ANSI BIFMA standards.

Americon is a GSA contract holder under SIN 71
Limited Warranty

We warrant our products to be free from defects in material and workmanship
for a period of three years from the date of purchase. Abuse, neglect or any
alterations will negate this warranty. Repair or replacement as a remedy is

strictly at the discretion of the manufacturer. Remedies do not extend the life of
the warranty past the original date. All metal frames carry a lifetime warranty.
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